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Here’s my first paragraph. It indents the first line .2 inches, as specified above. You can see that it wraps
the text automatically. Hitting enter does not make the text got to the next line.

Hitting enter twice will start a new indented paragraph.
Two backslashes end the current line, and makes you skip a line if you then hit enter twice.

Adding extra spaces in a line won’t do anything. Adding tildes or or will.

1 Problem 1
This starts a new section. Latex will automatically number your sections...

Problem 2
...unless you put an asterisk before the section title.

2 Problem 3
Resume numbering with a non-starred title.

2.1 A Subsection
You can make subsections and subsubsections too.

This is how you write in italics.
This is how you write in bold
This is bold too b/c of my new command defined above.
And small caps.

ju kæn also ɹaɪt ɪn IPA wɪθ ə junɪkod fant. əaŋɨβɻʡɛɔ̀ʊ́̄æ̌ħɳʈɮɬɜ̈

Here’s a list of examples:
(1) Johni thinks himselfi killed Mary.
(2) *Johni thinks himselfk killed Maryk.
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(3) Ini
this

contoh
example

interlinear
interlinear

COUGH glossing-nya
glossing the

pakai
with

kata
word

panjang
looooooooooong

ini.
this.

‘This is an example of interlinear glossing with this long word’
(4) a. Here’s sub-examples.

b. Ini
this

juga!
too

‘So is this!’
You can see that Example (1) is grammatical, while (2) isn’t.

Some phonological rules:
(5) /a/ → [e]
(6) /t/ → [d] / V V
(7) C →

[ +nasal
α place

]
/ C[ α place ]

(8) /p/ → [b] / __ C[+sonorant]

(9) C[-nasal] → ∅ / V __ N
And finally, a syntax tree:

S

NP

N
This

VP

V
is

NP

D
a

AP

ternary-branching

N
tree.

Appendix
A table, with IPA:

col 1 col 2 [kal θɹi] 4 5
more data in the table
but without a horizontal line this time

the end (empty cells)
Don’t forget to end your document.
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